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4th Lesson: The origins of the Western Legal system ( II ) The first Western Jurists: 
Rome and the origins of legal science 
 
 
CONTENT 
 
4.1 What is Legal Science and its meaning in the continental legal systems 
4.2  Roman Law a Law of Jurists 
4.3 The Pontifical Jurisprudence and the origins of legal science 
4.4 The coming of a Legal Profession: Jurist and the creation of Roman Law 
4.5 The beginning of scientific treatment of the Law: Legal Literature 
4.6 The Institutes of Gaius and the origins of legal learning 
4.7 The West Vulgar Roman Law 
4.8 The Roman-Christian Law 
4.9 The Justinian Compilation and the preservation of classic Roman Law 
 
AIMS: 
 

• Understand that Roman legal system reached its quality and influence thanks to his 
excellent legal experts: the Roman jurists 

• Realize that law makers and judges were not the essential protagonist in the framing 
of classic Roman law 

• See the differences between what law practitioners actually do and what Roman 
jurists did 

• Understand how Roman jurists gave through their practice and practical knowledge 
flexibility to the rigid ius civile  

• Realize how Roman jurisprudence was first casuistic and progressively became 
systematic 

• See how when Jurisprudence as a source of law was substituted by the lawmaker 
jurists developed the teaching dimension directed to law beginners 

• Understand how law turned vulgar when generalization of the use of Roman law to 
all inhabitants of the Roman empire required simplification of the legal concepts 
and techniques 

• Realize the transcendence of the Justinian compilation (formed by excellent jurists) 
in preserving the classic Roman legal system 
 
 

KEY CONCEPTS:  
 
Pontiffs / responsa / Classical period of Roma law / rhetoric / Jurists / Jurisconsults / 
lawyers / legal experts/ /Urban praetor / Edicts / Ius honorarium / praetorian edict / iudex 
/ Jurisprudence / interpretatio iuris / consilium / casuistic approach to law / systematic 
approach to law / Vulgar Roman Law / interpolations / epitomes/ Gaius’ Institutes/ 
Corpus Iuris Civilis / Digest / Code / Novels /  
 
 
 



MATERIALS:  
 
1st reading : “Roman law a law of jurists”. From Wolff, H. J. (1995) Roman Law. An 
Historical Introduction. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press. 91-92 
 
2nd reading: “Roman Jurists” From Robinson, O. F., Fergus T. D. and Gordon W.M. 2000, 
European Legal History Third edition. London: Butterworths, pp. 1-2 
 
3d reading : “Pontifical Jurisprudence”. From Wolff, cit. 92-95. 
 
4th reading : “The coming of a legal profession” From Wolff, cit. pp. 95-97. 
 
5th reading : “The casuistic approach to law of Roman jurists”. From Robinson, O. F., 
Fergus T. D. and Gordon W.M. cit., pp. 2. 
 
6th reading: “The origins of Legal science”. From Wolff, H. J. cit. pp. 98-102. 
 
7th reading: “Gaius and the origins of didactical legal science”. From Wolff, H. J. cit. p. 120. 
 
8th reading: “Vulgar Roman Law in the West”. From Robinson, O. F., Fergus T. D. and 
Gordon cit. pp. 2-4. 
 
9th reading: “Roman Christian Law”. From Robinson, O. F., Fergus T. D. and Gordon 
W.M cit. pp.4-5. 
 
10th reading: The Justinian Corpus Iuris Civilis. From Robinson, O. F., Fergus T. D. and 
Gordon W.M cit. pp. 2-3.  
 
 
EXERCICES  
 
I. Questions: 
 
FIRST READING: 
 
1. According to Wolff Roman Jurists: 
 
a) Were concerned about the idea of Justice 
b) Thought about the pace of Law in State and society 
c) They essentially excelled in the art of rethoric 
d) Were more theorists than practicians 
e) Concentrated in giving practical solutions to disputes 
 
2. The activity of Roman Jurists concerned (find the false answer):  
 
a) Facing the new situations produced by the increasing complexity of Roman life 
b) Giving verdicts in court 
c) Counseling parties 
d) Advising judges 
e) Advising magistrates  
  



SECOND READING: 
 
3. Find out the false answer:  
 
a) Romans became initially Jurists because it was a good way of becoming involved in 
public life 
b) Jurist were essentially lawyers that acted on behalf of others in the courts of Law 
c) During the Imperial period Jurists were integrated in the machinery of government 
d) Roman Jurist counseled parties that had legal problems 
e) Roman Jurists advised magistrates that had jurisdictional competences (praetors). 
 
4. The Urban praetor:  
 
a) Was a magistrate with jurisdictional competence 
b) Laid down through edicts legal issues which went to court 
c) His edicts were largely dictated by jurists 
d) Had a council integrated by jurists 
e) Was a judge that decided cases in court 
 
 
THIRD READING:  
 
5. The Roman priests (pontiffs): 
 
a) Were the religious officials that maintained traditional legal formulas 
b) Were the only ones to have access to the archive where legal rites and phrases were kept 
c) Initially were the judges in Roman courts of the archaic period 
d) Are considered the first Roman Jurists as they applied traditional formulas to new 
situations 
e) Could alter the rigid sacred legal forms to adapt them to the concrete case 
 
 
FOURTH READING:  
 
6. After legal forms kept by Roman pontiffs became public, private citizens still required 
the assistance of Jurist. This was due to the fact that:  
 
a) Roman legal system had become extremely complex 
b) They were compelled by law 
c) It was compulsory to have a jurist to go to court 
d) Jurist were officially appointed by the Senate 
e) It was politically convenient if they wanted to win their case in court  
 
7. In order to become a jurist in the classic period of Roman law you had to:  
 
a) Be a priest 
b) Pass a very difficult examination 
c) Have been a magistrate (consul, praetor or tribun of the plebis) 
d) Know the law very well and have a lot of experience in the legal field 
e) Be appointed by an official authority 
 



8. The activity of Roman Jurists consisted essentially in :  
 
a) Making the law 
b) Giving expert opinions and produce formulas for use in court  
c) Acting as lawyers in court 
d) Giving verdicts in court 
e) Giving political advice to citizens that wanted to become magistrates 
 
 
FIFTH READING:  
 
9. The text of the case mentioned in the reading:  
 
a) Is a part of a verdict of a Roman judge 
b) Is an article of Lex Aquilia 
c) Admits the responsibility of the slave boy 
d) Considers responsible of the damage the person that pushed the slave boy 
e) Considers that the owner of the slave boy could not go to court to be compensated by 
the damage suffered by his property 
 
SIXTH READING:  
 
10. During the early Republic the work of jurisconsults:  
 
a) Had no lasting importance as they were mere practitioners 
b) Was never put into writing 
c) Was only put in writing in the praetorian edict 
d) Was only accessible to the public through the collection of formulas for court action 
compiled in the Ius Flavianum 
e) Was entirely commited to memory 
 
 
11. The first systematic written work in Roman law was the:  
 
a)  Ius Flavianum 
b) Praetorian edict 
c) Tripertita of Sextus Aelius 
d) Archive of Roman pontiffs 
e) Justinian’s Digest 
 
 
12. The systematic approach to Roman law:  
 
a) Started at the time of pontifical Jurisprudence  
b) Was due to the influence of Greek thinkers 
c) Transformed Roman jurists in practitioners 
d) Pushed Roman Jurist to avoid a practical approach to law 
e) Was imposed by Augustus during the Principate (27 BC – 14 AD) 
 
 



13. The development of the systematic approach to law by the Roman jurists of the 
classical period (mark the false answer):  
 
a) Enabled them to see the legal system as a whole 
b) Made the aware of sociological functions of legal institutions 
c) Enabled them to overcome the rigid formalism of ius civile 
d) Helped them to conceive the principles of praetorian law (ius honorarium) 
e) Ruined their influence and gave all protagonism to lawmakers 
 
 
SEVENTH READING:  
 
14. Gaius (mar the wrong answer):  
 
a) Was the greatest Roman jurist of the classical period 
b) Probably taught law in the Eastern part of the Empire 
c) Was familiar with law as taught and practiced in the city of Rome 
d) Was ignored by the great jurists of his time (IInd century AD) 
e) Was extremely popular during the Postclassical period 
 
15. Gaius was famous because (find the wrong answer):  
 
a) His lucid description of the Roman legal system 
b) The simplicity of his style 
c) He wrote a clear book for law students 
d) He is the author of the only law book of the classic period that has come down to us in 
it is original form 
e) Was the most popular lawyer of his time 
 
 
EIGHT READING:  
 
16. During the Third century AD the Roman Empire (mark the wrong answer):  
 
a) Went through an economic crisis 
b) Suffered political instability 
c) Had the best and most famous jurists in all Roman history 
d) Began to be governed in an autocratic manner 
e) Saw how Roman jurisprudence started its decline 
 
17. As a consequence of the 212 Constitution Antoniniana, the edict that extended roman 
citizenship to almost all free inhabitants of the Empire, Roman law (mark the false answer):  
 
a) Needed greater simplicity and certainty 
b) Incorporated today’s clear conceptual distinction between ownership and possession  
c) Saw the rising of works of legal literature consisting of a selection of the writings of the 
leading jurists of the past 
d) Was over-simplified (vulgar law) 
e) Saw how unknown jurist limited their task to make epitomes (resumes) of the work of 
most famous Roman jurists 
 



18. During the IVth and Vth centuries AD the sources of the law (mark the wrong 
answer):  
 
a) Only included imperial legislation  
b) Were compiled in the Theodosian code 
c) Included essentially the work of the most famous Roman jurists 
d) Included the usages of Greek speaking citizens of the Eastern part of Empire 
e) Included the customs of the barbarian tribes established in the Western part of the 
Empire 
 
NINTH READING: 
 
19. Christianism became essential, as far as Roman law is concerned (mark the wrong 
answer):  
 
a) In the 3d century AD 
b) After the first General council of Nicea (325 AD) 
c) When the Bible was translated into latinby St Jerome (404 AD) 
d) When structured organization of the Church was established 
e) Because it pushed barbarians to make use of Roman legal tradition 
 
TENTH READING:  
 
20. The legal compilation due to Justinian’s initiative, known as the “Corpus Iuris Civilis” 
(mark the false answers):  
 
a) Included four parts, but only three were definitive 
b) Was officially brought into force as a whole by the Pragmatic Sanction of 554 AD 
c) Included jurists writings in the Digest 
d) Included imperial laws in the Code and the Novels 
e) Include an elementary text book for 1st year law students  
 
 
 
II. Short essay: 
 
Develop the following idea in 500 words: “Roman Law would have never achieved its world-wide 
influence had it not been for Roman Jurist”  
 
Advise: Think of when and why Roman jurists were the essential protagonists of the 
Roman legal system during the casuistic and systematic periods. 


